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The ultimate guide to the world of cryptocurrencies!While the cryptocurrency market is known
for its volatility—and this volatility is often linked to the ever-changing regulatory environment of
the industry—the entire cryptocurrency market is expected to reach a total value of $1 trillion this
year. If you want to get in on the action, this book shows you how. Cryptocurrency Investing For
Dummies offers trusted guidance on how to make money trading and investing in the top 200
digital currencies, no matter what the market sentiment. You'll find out how to navigate the new
digital finance landscape and choose the right cryptocurrency for different situations with the
help of real-world examples that show you how to maximize your cryptocurrency
wallet.Understand how the cryptocurrency market worksFind best practices for choosing the
right cryptocurrencyExplore new financial opportunitiesChoose the right platforms to make the
best investmentsThis book explores the hot topics and market moving events affecting
cryptocurrency prices and shows you how to develop the smartest investment strategies based
on your unique risk tolerance.  

From the Back CoverIdentify top-performing cryptocurrenciesUnderstand reasons to invest in
cryptocurrenciesCreate a crypto strategy that matches your goalsThe guide you need to invest
in cryptocurrenciesThere's money to be made in the cryptocurrency market, but it's important to
know what you're doing. This hands-on guide gives you just what you need to make wise
decisions. It explains how cryptocurrencies work, covers the rewards and the risks, explores the
top 100 digital currencies, and discusses diversification. You'll determine the right platform for
investing, find out how to use a cryptocurrency wallet, and see how to develop smart short-term
and long-term investment strategies. With this book, you can be a part of the future
economy.Inside...Bitcoin versus other cryptocurrenciesRisk management strategiesTypes of
cryptocurrency walletsCrypto ICOs, mining, futures, and optionsTechnical analysis adviceInfo
on cryptocurrencies and taxes--This text refers to the paperback edition.From the Inside
FlapIdentify top-performing cryptocurrenciesUnderstand reasons to invest in
cryptocurrenciesCreate a crypto strategy that matches your goalsThe guide you need to invest
in cryptocurrenciesThere's money to be made in the cryptocurrency market, but it's important to
know what you're doing. This hands-on guide gives you just what you need to make wise
decisions. It explains how cryptocurrencies work, covers the rewards and the risks, explores the
top 100 digital currencies, and discusses diversification. You'll determine the right platform for
investing, find out how to use a cryptocurrency wallet, and see how to develop smart short-term
and long-term investment strategies. With this book, you can be a part of the future
economy.Inside...Bitcoin versus other cryptocurrenciesRisk management strategiesTypes of
cryptocurrency walletsCrypto ICOs, mining, futures, and optionsTechnical analysis adviceInfo



on cryptocurrencies and taxes--This text refers to the paperback edition.About the AuthorKiana
Danial is the CEO of Invest Diva as well as an internationally recognized personal investing and
wealth management expert. She delivers workshops and seminars to corporations, universities,
and investment groups, and has been featured in Forbes and on CNN. She was named the 2018
Personal Investment Expert of the Year by Wealth & Finance International.Wendy Tremont King,
a classically trained narrator and stage actor, got her start in audiobook narration as a volunteer
for the Lighthouse for the Blind. She is an accomplished puppeteer and puppetry director, as
well as a member of the SAG Foundation BookPals program for children's literacy.--This text
refers to the audioCD edition.Read more
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The Only Cryptocurrency Investing Book You'll Ever Need: An Absolute Beginner's Guide to the
Biggest "Millionaire Maker" Asset of 2022 and Beyond - Including How to Make Money from
NFTs The Basics of Bitcoins and Blockchains: An Introduction to Cryptocurrencies and the
Technology that Powers Them (Cryptography, Derivatives Investments, Futures Trading, Digital
Assets, NFT) The Everything Guide to Investing in Cryptocurrency: From Bitcoin to Ripple, the
Safe and Secure Way to Buy, Trade, and Mine Digital Currencies (Everything®) Cryptocurrency
Mining For Dummies Crypto Explained : The Beginner’s Guide to Investing, Selling, Storing, and
Mining Cryptocurrency: The Understanding of Blockchain Technology and Making ... for the
Millennial, Modern Day Gold Rush) CRYPTO RICH: A Beginners Guide to Cryptocurrency
Investing Bitcoin and Cryptocurrency Trading for Beginners 2021: 3 Books in 1: The Ultimate
Guide to Start Investing in Crypto and Make Massive Profit with Bitcoin, Altcoin, Non-Fungible
Tokens and Crypto Art The Only Bitcoin Investing Book You’ll Ever Need: An Absolute
Beginner’s Guide to the Cryptocurrency Which Is Changing the World and Your Finances in
2021 & Beyond Crypto Investing Guide: How to Invest in Bitcoin, DeFi, NFTs, and More
Blockchain For Dummies Bitcoin and other Cryptocurrencies : A Beginner's Guide to Blockchain
Technology and the New Money Cryptocurrency: Investing for Beginners: The Complete Step-
By-Step Beginners’ Guide to Cryptocurrency Investing With Different Tips and Strategies to
Earn Passive Income and Achieve Financial Freedom Bitcoin For Dummies Invest Diva’s Guide
to Making Money in Forex: How to Profit in the World’s Largest Market: How to Profit in the
World's Largest Market Cryptocurrency For Beginners: The Ultimate Guide To Learn Basic And
Advanced Definitions, To Apply The Right Investment Strategy. Start Investing With Crypto And
Build A Passive Income Bitcoin Basics : A Simple Guide for Getting Started Investing in
Cryptocurrency



lebie, “Best of 4.. Better organized, better edited, better info. Current and best of 4 books I've
read on Crypto. Admittedly, I've only read about 1/2 of book so far, but this is the one I would
recommend over others. I would also add it is the BEST Dummy's book on the subject! This is
what the the first Dummy's book should have taken the time and researched to become. The
earlier Dummy's book read like an anthology created by committee rushing to get their book to
market for $$$, and not for being thoroughly researched, non-redundant, and a value to the
reader. The previous Dummy's book on crypto was the worst Dummy's (I've read 8) book I have
read.  This was among the best.”

Michael, “The Invest Diva Does It Again!. As a crypto newbie, I've been grateful to get
cryptocurrency info from Kiana via her articles, her YouTube interviews and her website
InvestDiva.com. I'm now thrilled to have Kiana's detailed cryptocurrency advice and step-by-
step training in book form! Crypto can be a confusing topic, but Kiana breaks it down the way
she always does: simply, easily, and with a sense of fun! Purchase this book today with
complete confidence - the author is intelligent, informed, and does a great job explaining things
for beginners.”

SexyDucky, “Must read!. This is a great book for anyone who wants to understand the
cryptocurrency market and the investment process. The book also goes into great details of
comparison between cryptocurrency and other assets such as stocks, forex, and precious
metals so that you can choose the best ones for your portfolio. It explains the risk management
techniques and technical analysis methods needed to create an investment strategy based on
one's unique risk tolerance. The author's sense of humor throughout the book is also a bonus!”

Nathalie, “Outstanding book to learn how to invest!. I didn’t know anything about cryptocurrency
or investing... this book is a perfect start and opened my eyes to so many opportunities. Very
easy to understand everything from how cryptocurrencies work, Blockchain technology, Risk
management, investing and trading strategies, and how to actually start getting involved.”

Hypericum, “Brilliant Content. This is a completely new topic for us and dont have a clue what its
about. This book is clearing the fogJust the first 2 pages is amazing”

MR P Johnson, “Crypto help. Answered lots of questions I had, not knowing anything about
Crypto before, this book has definitely helped me understand a lot more about investing in
Crypto”

Katie N., “Simple and effective. I got this for my boyfriend and I read a few select pages before I
handed it over. I found it to be very accessible and that it made difficult concepts easy to



understand.”

Sam, “Good information. Great information for beginners, it does lack in a few fundamentals and
only introduces TA very briefly. Recommended only for beginners”

Simon, “Crypto made easy. Well written easy to understand and informative”

The book by Kiana Danial has a rating of  5 out of 4.5. 1,587 people have provided feedback.
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